Consider a linear map T of one locally convex linear space into another which is densely defined and has a closed graph. We characterise the property that T is an open map in terms of two properties of its adjoint map T*. These results are used to show that if Q is an open subset of R" for which there is a linear constant coefficient differential operator P such that il is P-convex but not strongly P-convex, then (i) SD'(SJ) is not fully complete, (ii) the range of the adjoint map 'P is closed but not bornological.
Introduction.
In the following, a complex locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space will be referred to as a l.c.s. A linear map P:£->P, whose domain DT is a dense subspace of a l.c.s. E and whose range Rt is contained in a l.c.s. F such that T has a closed graph, will be called simply a closed linear map. The domain and range are assumed to have the relative topology. A
closed linear map T is said to be open if T(Ur\DT) is an open subset of Rt for each open set Uin E.
In §1, we give a characterization of an open map T in terms of properties of its adjoint map T*. By placing restrictions on the class of spaces to which E and F belong, this result can be applied to derive several different functional analysis results; the Ptak open mapping theorem, a generalization of the result of C. Harvey [2] which relates the surjectivity of T to a priori estimates on 7"*, and the closed range theorem.
In §2, the results of §1 are used to show that if P is a constant coefficient linear differential operator on ©'(12) where ft is a P-convex but not strongly P-convex open subset of Rn, then the map P: 3}'(ft) ->3D'(S2) is open. Consequently, the quotient space ay(ft)/P_1(0) is not complete, which implies that ©'(ft) is not fully complete. Also, the range of the adjoint map 'P: C0°°->C0°°(ft), although closed, is not the inductive limit of metrizable l.c.s. (Equivalently, the range of 'P is not bornological.) the Ptak open mapping theorem. E is said to be fully complete if a subspace M of E' is <j(E' , E) closed whenever MC\ U° is a(E', E) closed for every neighborhood U of 0 in E. Proof. We must show that RT* is a(E', E) closed. Since E is fully complete, it suffices to show that RT*r\ U° is er(7i', E) closed for every neighborhood U of 0 in E. Suppose } T*f'a\ is a net in RT*C\ U°w hich is a(E', E) convergent to e'EE'. Then e'EU0 since U° is a(E', E) closed. The mapping T* has closed graph so it follows that f'EDT* and T*f' = e'. Thus e'ERr*-Hence RT,C\Ua is a(E', E) closed. Proof. We must deduce condition (a). It is sufficient to consider the case where T is surjective.
Next we show that if RT is Mackey then condition (b) implies condition (a)
For consider an absolutely convex neighborhood V of 0 in F. Since RT is dense in F, VEd(VP\RT).
Thus (Vr\RT)°E V°. Consequently, each equicontinuous subset of R'T is equicontinuous in F'. Now suppose B is a a(E', £)-closed equicontinuous set in E'. By the Alaoglu-Bourbaki Theorem, B is a(E', E) compact and hence B(~\RT* is a(E', E) compact since by hypothesis RT* is o(E', E) closed. Since T is surjective, P*-1 is weakly continuous. Therefore T*~1(B) is <r(F', F) compact. Since F is Mackey each set in F' which is a(F'', F) compact is also equicontinuous.
This proves that condition (b) implies condition (a).
2. An incomplete quotient of 2D'(ft). Let ft denote an open subset of Rn, and P a linear differential operator with constant coefficients, ft is said to be P-convex if P: C°°(fi)->C°°(ft) is surjective. Lemma 2.1. If SI is P-convex, then An open subset ft of R" is said to be strongly P-convex if P: 3D'(ft) ->£>'(ft) is surjective. If ft is strongly P-convex, then ft is P-convex, but not conversely [4]. Theorem 2.1. Suppose ft is P-convex but not strongly P-convex. Then (a) SD'(ft)/P"1(0) is not complete. it is an algebraic and topological isomorphism. R is dense in 3)'(ft) but not equal to 3D'(ft), hence not complete. This proves (a). Since any quotient of a fully complete space by a closed subspace is complete, (b) is an immediate consequence of (a). To prove (c), we note that by Lemma 2.1, P has bounded inverse. Thus, if the range of 'P were bornological, ('P)"1 would be continuous, which one can easily show implies that P is surjective.
